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Abstract
Conventional analytical systems have intrinsic limitations that restrict their applicability,
including high costs, bulkiness, time-consuming processing, and require highly trained
personnel. This triggers an increasing demand of optical sensing technologies that
can address these limitations, while offering enhanced sensing capabilities over
benchmark analytical techniques. Current progress in nanotechnology is enabling
development of rapid, sensitive, user-friendly, and cost-competitive optical sensors
integrated into lab-on-a-chip platforms with broad applicability across different
disciplines, including medicinal, industrial and environmental applications.
This thesis presents the development of cutting-edge optical sensing systems based
on the combination of nanoporous anodic alumina photonic crystals (NAA-PCs) and
reflectometric interference spectroscopy (RIfS). Fundamental and applied advances
of the proposed sensing systems towards ultrasensitive and selective detection of
target analytes are achieved through rational structural engineering of NAA-PCs and
surface chemistry architectures. A collection of NAA-PCs was generated by innovative
pulse-like anodisation methods aimed at engineering the optical properties of these
photonic crystals to harness light–matter interactions at the nanoscale. The sensing
characteristics of these optical sensing systems in terms of selectivity and sensitivity
were further optimised by engineering the surface chemistry architecture of NAA-PC
platforms with multiple functional molecules. The sensitivity and reliability of the
proposed sensing systems were demonstrated through real-time detection of heavy
metal ions (i.e. gold (III) and mercury (II) ions) and other analytes. The work completed
in this thesis advances both fundamental understanding and applied knowledge on
the sensing performance of NAA-PCs with optimised geometrical, chemical and
optical properties integrated with RIfS, pushing the boundaries of science a step closer
to fully functional and marketable analytical tools for real-life medical, environmental,
industrial and defence applications.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Introductory Background
Conventional systems such as gas chromatography, mass spectrometry and atomic
absorption play critical roles across different disciplines, including environmental,
industrial, and clinical applications (e.g. water quality monitoring, disease diagnosis
and prognostics) [1,2]. Though these analytical systems provide reliable results, they
are time- and power-consuming, expensive, and bulky. Further to that, traditional
analytical methods require considerable instrumentation and highly trained personnel
for operation and maintenance. These factors constrain the use of conventional
systems in resource-limited and remote areas. Thus, there is a growing demand for
affordable, sensitive, rapid, and user-friendly sensing technologies that can overcome
logistical, social and technical barriers associated with benchmark analytical
techniques.
Amongst the available sensing technologies, optical sensors have attracted significant
interest for integrated diagnostic devices due to their relative ease of use, high
sensitivity, highly informative content (spectroscopic signatures), and operational
flexibility. As a result, optical sensors have found widespread application in healthcare,
environmental monitoring, chemo- and bio-sensing, and defence and homeland
security [3]. Optical sensors rely on light-matter interactions, which are translated into
quantifiable optical signal shifts when analyte molecules immobilised onto a sensing
platform alter electromagnetic waves. Advances in nanotechnology have created new
opportunities to engineer optical sensing systems by integrating nanomaterials,
prepared by self-ordering synthesis, as optical transducers. In particular, nanoporous
anodic alumina (NAA) has a unique set of chemical and physical properties, including
chemical resistance, thermal stability, biocompatibility, and large surface area [4]. The
versatile fabrication process of NAA allows the production of a variety of photonic
crystal (PC) structures such as Fabry-Pérot interferometers, gradient index filters,
distributed Bragg reflectors, and microcavities. The nanoporous matrix of NAA is an
effective medium platform that can be engineered in a multidimensional fashion and
with precision by means of different anodisation parameters and approaches.
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The major factor that governs light-matter interactions in NAA-based photonic crystals
(NAA-PCs)

is

their

nanoporous

structure

and

optical

activity,

where

its

photoluminescence, transmittance, reflectivity and absorbance. The structure and
composition of NAA-PCs can be tailored to modulate, guide, emit, reflect, transmit,
and enhance incident electromagnetic waves across the broad spectral regions, from
UV to IR [5]. NAA-PCs feature well-resolved and narrow photonic stop bands (PSBs),
the spectral shifts of which upon selective immobilisation of target analytes can be
readily used as sensing principle [6,7]. The large surface-to-volume-ratio of NAA-PCs
amplifies optical signals to further enhance sensitivity [4]. The surface chemistry of
NAA-PCs can be tailored to attain chemical selectivity and specificity toward target
analytes. Surface functionalisation of NAA-PCs can be performed by multiple methods,
the objective of which is to immobilise functional molecules to tune the chemical
properties of NAA-PCs for specific sensing applications in environmental and clinical
analysis, industrial and food quality control [4]. This versatility makes NAA-PCs unique
platform materials to engineer optical sensing systems that provide enhanced
sensitivities by optimisation of nanoporous structure and surface chemistry.
NAA-PCs can be combined with optical techniques such as surface plasmon
resonance (SPR), photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy, surface-enhanced Raman
scattering spectroscopy (SERS), and reflectometric interference spectroscopy (RIfS)
[4]. Among these, RIfS offers a relatively straightforward and direct approach based
on the interference of white light at the interface of NAA-PCs (sensing platforms) [4].
Compared to other methods, RIfS provides real-time, in-situ, and precise acquisition
of optical signals (i.e. change in optical thickness) [8]. The set-up of RIfS is costeffective, robust, and miniaturised [9]. Thus, RIfS has been widely used as detection
technique for NAA-based optical sensors, as demonstrated by various sensing
applications such as label-free detection of DNA molecules [10], antigens and
antibodies [11], small molecules and ions [12], and gas sensing [13]. These properties
make RIfS-NAA-based sensors a promising alternative to conventional analytical tools.
The main motivation of this PhD thesis lies on the urgent demand of optical sensing
systems that provide prompt response, simplicity, reliability, and automatisation
capabilities for field applications. Despite significant advances in this field, more
extensive fundamental research must be carried out to optimise individual
13

components for a feasible optical sensor combining NAA-PCs and RIfS. This thesis
will focus on the structural optimisation of NAA-PCs and their integration with RIfS to
develop ultrasensitive optical sensing systems that can detect trace levels of analytes.
These sensors will establish the basis for a new generation of analytical tools with
broad applicability in medical and environmental fields.

1.2 Objectives of thesis
The aim of this thesis is to develop optical sensing platforms based on nanoporous
anodic alumina (NAA) with optimised structural and sensing properties to be combined
with reflectometric interference spectroscopy (RIfS).
The detailed objectives of the thesis are:
1. To design and engineer nanoporous anodic alumina photonic crystals (NAAPCs) with different nanoarchitectures (e.g. distributed Bragg reflectors – DBRs,
gradient index filters – GIFs, optical microcavities – µCVs).
2. To optimise the optical properties of NAA-PCs (position, width, and quality of
photonic stop bands) by means of effective medium engineering approaches.
3. To endow NAA-PCs with chemical selectivity toward heavy metal ions through
surface chemistry modifications using different functionalisation strategies.
4. To assess detection performance, reliability and sensitivity of chemically
modified NAA-PCs as sensing platforms toward heavy metal ions by RIfS.

1.3 Scope and structure of thesis
Chapter 2 provides a critical review on the use of NAA-PCs in optical sensing and
biosensing applications. This chapter encompasses the fabrication and properties of
NAA as well as surface chemistry modifications to create chemically selective
platforms. This chapter also reviews relevant literature about the application of NAAPCs as optical sensing platforms, where the performances of NAA-PCs with various
nanostructures combined with different sensing techniques are compared and
evaluated.
Chapter 3 reports the fabrication of a new type of NAA-PC produced by sawtooth-like
pulse anodisation, demonstrating the tunablility of the optical properties of these PCs
14

by means of several anodisation parameters. The applicability of these NAA-PCs as
optical sensing platforms in combination with RIfS is also assessed.
Chapter 4 presents an apodisation strategy to fabricate NAA distributed Bragg
reflectors (NAA-DBRs) with finely engineered light-filtering features across the
spectral regions. The sensitivity of these PCs as sensing platforms is evaluated as a
function of refractive index changes using RIfS.
Chapter 5 is a comprehensive study on the development and comparison of two types
of NAA optical microcavities (NAA-µCVs). Optical properties such as quality factor,
position and width of resonance bands are demonstrated to be tuneable and
optimisable by manipulation of several anodisation parameters.
Chapter 6 further explores the structural optimisation of NAA-µCVs using an
anodisation strategy combining apodisation and stepwise pulse anodisation. Through
a systemic modification of anodisation parameters, their resulting optical properties in
terms of quality factor and position of resonance band are examined.
Chapter 7 investigates different surface engineering strategies to enhance the
sensitivity of NAA-PCs as sensing platforms. A range of thiol molecules with different
functional groups and length are used to selectively functionalise the surface of NAAPCs. The sensitivity of these chemically modified NAA-PCs to gold ions is monitored
in real-time by RIfS.
Chapter 8 reports the binding assessment between heavy metal ions and human blood
proteins immobilised onto NAA-PCs by RIfS, where the binding kinetics, affinity and
mechanisms are evaluated.
Chapter 9 summarises the recent advances in structural engineering of NAA-PCs and
their application as optical sensing platforms in combination with RIfS, providing an
outlook about future work in this research area.
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Appendix is a peer-reviewed conference proceeding relevant to this study, in which
modulation of the effective medium of NAA-DBRs by stepwise pulse-like anodisation
is accomplished for the first time by an apodisation strategy.
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2. Literature Review
This section is presented as published review article by Law, C.S., S.Y. Lim, A.D.
Abell, N.H. Voelcker, and A. Santos, Nanoporous anodic alumina photonic crystals for
optical chemo- and biosensing: fundamentals, advances, and perspectives.
Nanomaterials, 2018. 8(10): p. 788.
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3. Structural Engineering of Nanoporous Anodic Alumina
Photonic Crystals by Sawtooth-like Pulse Anodisation
3.1 Introduction, Significance and Commentary
The application of pulse-like anodisation strategies has paved the way for designing
nanoporous

anodic

alumina

photonic

crystals

(NAA-PCs)

with

advanced

nanostructures to control light–matter interactions at the nanoscale for sensing
applications. This study explores a galvanostatic pulse-like anodisation strategy based
on sawtooth-like waves to fabricate a novel type of NAA-PCs, with tuneable photonic
properties and optimally engineered effective medium, which is suitable for advanced
sensing applications.

3.2 Publication
This section is presented as published research paper by Law, C.S., A. Santos, N.
Mahdieh, and D. Losic, Structural engineering of nanoporous anodic alumina photonic
crystals by sawtooth-like pulse anodization. ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, 2016.
8(21): p. 13542-13554.
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S1. Linear dependence of the period length on the anodization period and the
anodization amplitude.
Figure S1 shows fitting lines between the period length (LTp) and the anodization period (TP)
and the anodization amplitude (AJ).

Figure S1. Linear dependence of the period length (LTp) on the anodization period (TP) (a) and the anodization amplitude (AJ).
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S2. Summary of results
Table S1 compiles a comprehensive summary of the experiments carried out in our study,
where the effect of the main anodization parameters on the position of the characteristic
transmission peaks of NAA-PCs was systematically analyzed. To this end, a NAA-PC produced
with Tp = 700 s, AJ = 0.420 mA cm-2, Jmin = 0.28 mA cm-2, Sup/Sdown = 1, NP = 124 pulses and tpw
= 0 min was chosen as the reference structure. From this, the anodization period (Tp), the
anodization amplitude (AJ), the number of pulses (NP), the ramp ratio (Sup/Sdown) and the pore
widening time (tpw) were systematically modified from 400 to 1100 s (ΔTP = 100 s), from 0.210
to 0.630 mA cm-2 (ΔAJ = 0.105 mA cm-2), from 62 to 310 pulses (ΔNP = 62 pulses), from 0.5 to
2 (ΔSup/Sdown = 0.5 ratio units) and from 0 to 6 min (Δtpw = 2 min), respectively.
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Table S1. Comprehensive summary of the effect of the different anodization parameters on the position of the
characteristic transmission peaks of NAA-PCs analyzed in this study.
Analyzed Parameter
Anodization Period – TP

Range and Step Size
From 400 to 1100 s
DTP = 100 s

Peaks
1st Order

2nd Order

3rd Order

Anodization Amplitude - AJ

From 0.210 to 0.630 mA cm-

1st Order

Fitting Parameters
Slope = 0.85 ± 0.05 nm s-1
Intercept = -28.30 ± 36.38 nm
R2 = 0.9797
Slope = 0.27 ± 0.06 nm s-1
Intercept = 130.32 ± 45.34 nm
R2 = 0.9800
Slope = 0.34 ± 0.03 nm s-1
Intercept = -62.94 ± 34.32 nm
R2 = 0.9800
Slope = 937.58 ± 46.76 nm (mA cm-2)-

2

1

DAJ = 0.105 mA cm-2

Intercept = 207.83 ± 46.76 nm
R2 = 0.9517
Slope = 494.58 ± 98.00 nm (mA cm-2)-

2nd Order

1

Number of Pulses - NP

From 62 to 310 pulses
DNP = 62 pulses

1st Order

2nd Order

Ramp Ratio - Sup/Sdown

From 0.5 to 2
D Sup/Sdown = 0.5

1st Order

2nd Order

Pore Widening Time - tpw

From 0 to 6 min
Dtpw = 2 min
(TP = 500s)

1st Order

2nd Order

3rd Order
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Intercept = 82.62 ± 45.64 nm
R2 = 0.9063
Slope = -0.61 ± 0.15 nm pulse-1
Intercept = 680.09 ± 29.90 nm
R2 = 0.8036
Slope = -0.41 ± 0.11 nm pulse-1
Intercept = 350.72 ± 18.47 nm
R2 = 0.8187
From 0.5 to 0.67
Slope = -230.42 ± 150.25 nm Ramp
Ratio Units-1
Intercept = 790.22 ± 113.07 nm
R2 = 0.9597
From 0.67 to 2
Slope = 47.16 ± 10.22 nm Ramp Ratio
Units-1
Intercept = 524.44 ± 15.89 nm
R2 = 0.9103
From 0.5 to 0.67
Slope = -126.71 ± 78.09 nm Ramp
Ratio Units-1
Intercept = 790.22 ± 113.07 nm
R2 = 0.9597
From 0.67 to 2
Slope = 29.99 ± 6.85 nm Ramp Ratio
Units-1
Intercept = 253.79 ± 10.65 nm
R2 = 0.9008
Slope = -8.48 ± 1.07 nm min-1
Intercept = 439.17 ± 4.01 nm
R2 = 0.9536
Slope = -12.70 ± 0.67 nm min-1
Intercept = 329.72 ± 2.50 nm
R2 = 0.9917
Slope = -6.28 ± 0.21 nm min-1
Intercept = 252.21 ± 0.89 nm
R2 = 0.9978

Range of lPeak
277 – 934 nm
(Red Shift)
242 – 460 nm
(Red Shift)
278 – 347 nm
(Red Shift)
420– 836 nm
(Red Shift)

263 – 420 nm
(Red Shift)

649 – 471 nm
(Blue Shift)
329 – 242 nm
(Blue Shift)
704 – 575 nm
(Blue Shift)

575 – 622 nm
(Red Shift)

317 – 286 nm
(Blue Shift)

286 – 316 nm
(Blue Shift)

437 – 385 nm
(Blue Shift)
327 – 251 nm
(Blue Shift)
239 – 214 nm
(Blue Shift)
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4. On the Precise Tuning of Optical Filtering Features in
Nanoporous Anodic Alumina Distributed Bragg Reflectors
4.1 Introduction, Significance and Commentary
The increasing interest in using nanoporous anodic alumina (NAA)-based sensing
platforms in optical sensing requires the development of narrow line-width NAA-PCs
that are capable of detecting small changes in refractive index. This chapter presents
an apodisation strategy to modulate the effective medium of NAA-PCs in-depth in a
stepwise fashion in order to reduce the spectral bandwidth. Apodised NAA-DBRs
show a photonic stop band with narrow bandwidth that provides enhanced sensitivity
over their non-apodised counterparts. The application of these NAA-PCs as sensing
platforms can be extended to a variety of fields such as biomedicine, environmental
and industrial monitoring.

4.2 Publication
This section is presented as published research paper by Law, C.S., S.Y. Lim, and A.
Santos, On the precise tuning of optical filtering features in nanoporous anodic
alumina distributed Bragg reflectors. Scientific Reports, 2018. 8(1): p. 4642.
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Figure S1. Anodization profiles of non-apodized and logarithmic negative apodized NAA-DBRs
as a function of JOffset.
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Figure S2. Transmission spectra of non-apodized and logarithmic negative apodized NAADBRs as a function of JOffset and tpw.
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Figure S3. Digital pictures of non-apodized and logarithmic negative apodized NAA-DBRs as a
function of JOffset and tpw.
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Figure S4. Anodization profiles of non-apodized and logarithmic negative apodized NAA-DBRs
as a function of TP.
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Figure S5. Transmission spectra of non-apodized and logarithmic negative apodized NAADBRs as a function of TP and tpw.
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Figure S6. Digital pictures of non-apodized and logarithmic negative apodized NAA-DBRs as a
function of TP and tpw.
The amplitudes as a function of time for the corresponding apodization functions applied
in this study are given as Equations S1 - S8:
(i)

Linear positive apodization

For t ≤ tan/2
𝐴(𝑡)& = 𝐴()* + ,

-./0 1-.23

For t > tan/2
𝐴(𝑡)& = 𝐴()* + ,
(ii)

6.𝑡

Eq. S1

6 . (𝑡9* − 𝑡)

Eq. S2

4/3
5

-./0 1-.23
4
8/3 1 /3
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Linear negative apodization

For t ≤ tan/2
𝐴(𝑡)& = 𝐴(9; − ,
For t > tan/2
𝐴(𝑡)& = 𝐴(9; + ,

-./0 1-.23
4/3
5

-.23 1-./0
4
8/3 1 /3

6.𝑡

Eq. S3

6 . (𝑡 − 𝑡9* )

Eq. S4

5

(iii)

Logarithmic positive apodization

For t ≤ tan/2
𝐴(𝑡)& = 𝐴()* + ,

-./0 1-.23
6 . (log(𝑡
4
<=>? /3 @ABC1A

+ 10) − 1)

5
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Eq. S5

For t > tan/2
-.23 1-./0
6 . ?log(𝑡
4
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𝐴(𝑡)& = ,

8/3

+ 10) − log ?

5

(iv)

I

+ 10CC + 𝐴(9;

Eq. S6

Logarithmic negative apodization

For t ≤ tan/2
𝐴(𝑡)& = 𝐴(9; + ,
For t > tan/2
𝐴(𝑡)& = ,

-.23 1-./0
6 . (log(𝑡
4
<=>? /3 @ABC1A

Eq. S7

+ 10) − 1)
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4
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6 . ?log(𝑡 + 10) − log ?
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5. Structural Tailoring of Nanoporous Anodic Alumina
Optical Microcavities for Enhanced Resonant Recirculation
of Light
5.1 Introduction, Significance and Commentary
Optical microcavities (µCVs) have been long used in optical sensing due to their ability
to strongly confine light. However, the quality of nanoporous anodic alumina (NAA)based µCVs (NAA-µCVs) is much poorer than that of porous silicon – reference
nanoporous material in optical sensing. Therefore, this chapter explores galvanostatic
stepwise and sinusoidal pulse anodisation to fabricate NAA-µCVs with high quality
photonic stop bands that can be spectrally tuned by means of the anodisation
parameters. This work has successfully produced NAA-µCVs with high quality factors
(i.e. approximately threefold quality enhancement compared to previous studies),
which suggests that a rational structural design of NAA-µCVs can significantly
enhance light confinement quality within the nanoporous structures, opening new
opportunities to NAA-µCVs as ultrasensitive sensing platforms.

5.2 Publication
This section is presented as published research paper by Law, C.S., S.Y. Lim, A.D.
Abell, L.F. Marsal, and A. Santos, Structural tailoring of nanoporous anodic alumina
optical microcavities for enhanced resonant recirculation of light. Nanoscale, 2018.
10(29): p. 14139-14152.
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Figure S1. Effect of pore widening time on the structure of NAA-µCVs. a and b) Representative
top view FEG-SEM images of a GIF-NAA-µCV at tpw = 0 and 6 min, respectively (scale bars =
500 nm). c and d) General cross-sectional view FEG-SEM images of a GIF-NAA-µCV at tpw = 0
and 6 min (scale bars = 2 µm). e and f) Magnified cross-sectional view FEG-SEM images
showing details of the porosity contrast between layers in a GIF-NAA-µCV at tpw = 0 and 6 min,
respectively (scale bars = 5 µm).
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Figure S2. Effect of excessive pore widening time on the structure of NAA-µCVs. a and b)
Representative general cross-sectional view FEG-SEM images of a GIF-NAA-µCV at tpw = 6 and
8 min, respectively (scale bars = 5 µm) (note: white arrows indicate regions that partially
collapse due to excessive pore widening treatment). c and d) Magnified cross-sectional view
FEG-SEM images showing details of the porosity between layers in a GIF-NAA-µCV at tpw = 6
and 8 min, respectively (scale bars = 1 µm).
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Figure S3. Representative transmission spectra for GIF-NAA-µCVs produced by SPA at tC = 4.5
min and variable JC and tpw (note: TP = 600 s, AJ = 0.420 mA cm-2, JOffset = 0.280 mA cm-2, and
NP = 30 pulses). a) JC = 0.210 mA cm-2. b) JC = 0.420 mA cm-2. c) JC = 0.315 mA cm-2. d) JC = 0.525
mA cm-2. e) JC = 0.630 mA cm-2.
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Figure S4. Representative transmission spectra for GIF-NAA-µCVs produced by SPA at tC = 5.5
min and variable JC and tpw (note: TP = 600 s, AJ = 0.420 mA cm-2, JOffset = 0.280 mA cm-2, and
NP = 30 pulses). a) JC = 0.210 mA cm-2. b) JC = 0.420 mA cm-2. c) JC = 0.315 mA cm-2. d) JC = 0.525
mA cm-2. e) JC = 0.630 mA cm-2.
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Figure S5. Representative transmission spectra for GIF-NAA-µCVs produced by SPA at tC = 6.5
min and variable JC and tpw (note: TP = 600 s, AJ = 0.420 mA cm-2, JOffset = 0.280 mA cm-2, and
NP = 30 pulses). a) JC = 0.210 mA cm-2. b) JC = 0.420 mA cm-2. c) JC = 0.315 mA cm-2. d) JC = 0.525
mA cm-2. e) JC = 0.630 mA cm-2.
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Figure S6. Representative transmission spectra for GIF-NAA-µCVs produced by SPA at tC = 7.5
min and variable JC and tpw (note: TP = 600 s, AJ = 0.420 mA cm-2, JOffset = 0.280 mA cm-2, and
NP = 30 pulses). a) JC = 0.210 mA cm-2. b) JC = 0.420 mA cm-2. c) JC = 0.315 mA cm-2. d) JC = 0.525
mA cm-2. e) JC = 0.630 mA cm-2.
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Figure S7. Representative transmission spectra for GIF-NAA-µCVs produced by SPA at tC = 8.5
min and variable JC and tpw (note: TP = 600 s, AJ = 0.420 mA cm-2, JOffset = 0.280 mA cm-2, and
NP = 30 pulses). a) JC = 0.210 mA cm-2. b) JC = 0.420 mA cm-2. c) JC = 0.315 mA cm-2. d) JC = 0.525
mA cm-2. e) JC = 0.630 mA cm-2.
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Figure S8. Contour maps showing the combined effect of cavity fabrication parameters (i.e.
anodisation time – tC and current density – JC) on the quality factor of the secon order
resonance band (QR-2nd) of GIF-NAA-µCVs produced by SPA at different pore widening times
(tpw). a) tpw = 0 min. b) tpw = 2 min. c) tpw = 4 min. c) tpw = 6 min. (note: GIF-NAA-µCVs produced
with TP = 600 s, AJ = 0.420 mA cm-2, JOffset = 0.280 mA cm-2, and NP = 30 pulses).
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Figure S9. Representative transmission spectra for DBR-NAA-µCVs produced by STPA at tC =
4.5 min and variable JC and tpw (note: TP = 600 s, AJ = 0.420 mA cm-2, JOffset = 0.280 mA cm-2,
and NP = 30 pulses). a) JC = 0.210 mA cm-2. b) JC = 0.420 mA cm-2. c) JC = 0.315 mA cm-2. d) JC =
0.525 mA cm-2. e) JC = 0.630 mA cm-2.
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Figure S10. Representative transmission spectra for DBR-NAA-µCVs produced by STPA at tC =
5.5 min and variable JC and tpw (note: TP = 600 s, AJ = 0.420 mA cm-2, JOffset = 0.280 mA cm-2,
and NP = 30 pulses). a) JC = 0.210 mA cm-2. b) JC = 0.420 mA cm-2. c) JC = 0.315 mA cm-2. d) JC =
0.525 mA cm-2. e) JC = 0.630 mA cm-2.
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Figure S11. Representative transmission spectra for DBR-NAA-µCVs produced by STPA at tC =
6.5 min and variable JC and tpw (note: TP = 600 s, AJ = 0.420 mA cm-2, JOffset = 0.280 mA cm-2,
and NP = 30 pulses). a) JC = 0.210 mA cm-2. b) JC = 0.420 mA cm-2. c) JC = 0.315 mA cm-2. d) JC =
0.525 mA cm-2. e) JC = 0.630 mA cm-2.
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Figure S12. Representative transmission spectra for DBR-NAA-µCVs produced by STPA at tC =
7.5 min and variable JC and tpw (note: TP = 600 s, AJ = 0.420 mA cm-2, JOffset = 0.280 mA cm-2,
and NP = 30 pulses). a) JC = 0.210 mA cm-2. b) JC = 0.420 mA cm-2. c) JC = 0.315 mA cm-2. d) JC =
0.525 mA cm-2. e) JC = 0.630 mA cm-2.
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Figure S13. Representative transmission spectra for DBR-NAA-µCVs produced by STPA at tC =
8.5 min and variable JC and tpw (note: TP = 600 s, AJ = 0.420 mA cm-2, JOffset = 0.280 mA cm-2,
and NP = 30 pulses). a) JC = 0.210 mA cm-2. b) JC = 0.420 mA cm-2. c) JC = 0.315 mA cm-2. d) JC =
0.525 mA cm-2. e) JC = 0.630 mA cm-2.
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Figure S14. Representative transmission spectra for GIF-NAA-µCVs produced by SPA with
variable NP (note: TP = 600 s, AJ = 0.420 mA cm-2, JOffset = 0.280 mA cm-2, tC = 6.5 min, and JC =
0.420 mA cm-2). a) NP = 20 pulses. b) NP = 30 pulses. c) NP = 40 pulses. d) NP = 50 pulses.
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Figure S15. Representative transmission spectra for GIF-NAA-µCVs produced by SPA with
variable TP (note: AJ = 0.420 mA cm-2, JOffset = 0.280 mA cm-2, NP = 30 pulses, tC = 6.5 min, and
JC = 0.420 mA cm-2). a) TP = 600 s. b) TP = 800 s. c) TP = 1000 s. d) TP = 1200 s.
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6.
Light-Confining
Nanoporous
Anodic
Alumina
Microcavities by Apodised Stepwise Pulse Anodisation
6.1 Introduction, Significance and Commentary
Chapter 4 has introduced the concept of apodisation that have successfully narrowed
the bandwidth of photonic band gap of NAA-PCs. This has led to an innovative
approach to produce high quality NAA-µCVs with narrow and well-resolved resonance
bands across the spectral regions. The unprecedented high quality factor achieved
(i.e. approximately fourfold enhancement than previous studies) endows NAA-µCVs
with promising sensing properties, advancing their applications as ultrasensitive
optical platforms.

6.2 Publication
This section is presented as published research paper by Law, C.S., S.Y. Lim, R.M.
Macalincag, A.D. Abell, and A. Santos, Light-confining nanoporous anodic alumina
microcavities by apodised stepwise pulse anodization. ACS Applied Nano Materials,
2018. 1(9): p. 4418-4434.
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Figure S1. Representative FEG-SEM images demonstrating the differential dissolution rates
between NAA layers produced at Jhigh (1.120 mA cm-2) and Jlow (0.280 mA cm-2) values in NAAµCVs. a) Cross-sectional FEG-SEM image of a representative NAA-µCV at tpw = 0 min showing
layers of NAA produced at Jhigh and Jlow values (scale bar = 1 µm). b) Cross-sectional FEG-SEM
image of the same NAA-µCV at tpw = 6 min (scale bar = 1 µm). c) Magnified view of (b) showing
details of the highly porous NAA layers produced at Jlow, after pore widening treatment for 6
min (scale bar = 500 nm).
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Figure S2. Effect of excessive pore widening time on the structure of NAA-µCVs. a and b)
Representative general cross-sectional view FEG-SEM images of a NAA-µCV at tpw = 6 and 8
min, respectively (scale bars = 5 µm) (note: white arrows indicate regions that partially
collapse due to excessive pore widening treatment). c and d) Magnified cross-sectional view
FEG-SEM images showing details of the porosity between layers in a NAA-µCV at tpw = 6 and
8 min, respectively (scale bars = 1 µm).
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Figure S3. Representative anodization profiles of NAA-µCVs produced by ASPA at different
anodization periods, from 800 to 1300 s.
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Figure S4. Representative anodization profiles of NAA-µCVs produced by ASPA at different
anodization offsets, from 0.140 to 0.560 mA cm-2.
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Table S1. Values of the position of resonance band – lR, full-width at half maximum – FWHMR,
quality factor – QC, baseline of Gaussian fitting – y0, and fitting correlation coefficient – R2 of
NAA-µCVs produced with tAn = 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 h, tpw = 0, 2, 4 and 6 min and TP = 1200 and
1300 s estimated from Gaussian fittings (note: y0 in % of transmission units and grey values
denote those NAA-µCVs with superior light confining properties than those reported in
previous studies).
tpw
(min)
0
2
4
6

lR
(nm)
725
679
622
444

tpw
(min)
0
2
4
6

lR
(nm)
691
641
594
542

tpw
(min)
0
2
4
6

lR
(nm)
702
668
633
585

tpw
(min)
0
2
4
6

lR
(nm)
709
675
639
586

tpw
(min)
0
2
4
6

lR
(nm)
659
635
610
575

TP = 1300 s
tAn = 5 h
FWHMR
Qc
(nm)
47
15
50
7
33
19
74
6
tAn = 10 h
FWHMR
Qc
(nm)
24
29
22
29
13
44
17
31
tAn = 15 h
FWHMR
Qc
(nm)
23
31
17
39
17
38
14
41
tAn = 20 h
FWHMR
Qc
(nm)
18
38
11
63
17
38
13
44
tAn = 25 h
FWHMR
Qc
(nm)
14
47
14
45
17
35
17
33

y0
(%T)
60
15
10
30
y0
(%T)
60
10
2
6
y0
(%T)
29
4
1
0.4
y0
(%T)
10
1
0.4
1
y0
(%T)
3.5
0.5
0
0

R2
0.75
0.93
0.92
0.89
R2
0.96
0.96
0.97
0.98
R2
0.99
0.99
0.97
0.94
R2
0.92
0.96
0.99
0.87
R2
0.98
0.99
0.96
0.83

tpw
(min)
0
2
4
6

lR
(nm)
635
596
546
342

tpw
(min)
0
2
4
6

lR
(nm)
640
609
564
501

tpw
(min)
0
2
4
6

lR
(nm)
642
623
588
539

tpw
(min)
0
2
4
6

lR
(nm)
692
665
640
602

tpw
(min)
0
2
4
6

lR
(nm)
651
617
594
564
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TP = 1200 s
tAn = 5 h
FWHMR
Qc
(nm)
15
41
28
22
23
24
45
8
tAn = 10 h
FWHMR
Qc
(nm)
15
43
9.5
64
8
71
15
32
tAn = 15 h
FWHMR
Qc
(nm)
21
30
17
37
11
53
8
67
tAn = 20 h
FWHMR
Qc
(nm)
9
75
6
113
9
74
21
29
tAn = 25 h
FWHMR
Qc
(nm)
29
22
12
51
15
39
17
32

y0
(%T)
67
27
8
35
y0
(%T)
35
18
3.5
3.5
y0
(%T)
25
6.5
1
0.5
y0
(%T)
28
7.5
3.5
0.5
y0
(%T)
2
0
0
0.5

R2
0.99
0.94
0.96
0.83
R2
0.92
0.98
0.99
0.98
R2
0.89
0.96
0.97
0.95
R2
0.94
0.98
0.94
0.97
R2
0.95
0.99
0.98
0.81

Table S2. Values of the position of resonance band – lR, full-width at half maximum – FWHMR,
quality factor – QC, baseline of Gaussian fitting – y0, and fitting correlation coefficient – R2 of
NAA-µCVs produced with tpw = 0, 2, 4 and 6 min TP = 800, 900, 1000, 1100, 1200 and 1300 s
estimated from Gaussian fittings (note: y0 in % of transmission units and grey values denote
those NAA-µCVs with superior light confining properties than those reported in previous
studies).
tpw (min)
0
2
4
6

lR (nm)
396
379
350
-

tpw (min)
0
2
4
6

lR (nm)
478
464
432
402

tpw (min)
0
2
4
6

lR (nm)
578
569
560
520

tpw (min)
0
2
4
6

lR (nm)
582
539
517

tpw (min)
0
2
4
6

lR (nm)
692
665
640
602

tpw (min)
0
2
4
6

lR (nm)
709
675
639
586

TP = 800 s
FWHMR (nm)
13
17
25
TP = 900 s
FWHMR (nm)
19
22
8
10
TP = 1000 s
FWHMR (nm)
10
25
17
12
TP = 1100 s
FWHMR (nm)
10
11
21
TP = 1200 s
FWHMR (nm)
9
6
9
21
TP = 1300 s
FWHMR (nm)
18
11
17
13
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Qc
30
22
14
-

y0 (%T)
3.5
0
0
-

R2
0.97
0.98
0.85
-

Qc
25
21
57
41

y0 (%T)
2.5
0.5
0.5
0

R2
0.93
0.98
0.99
0.78

Qc
60
23
32
44

y0 (%T)
10
1
1
0.4

R2
0.91
0.88
0.96
0.89

Qc
57
48
25

y0 (%T)
3
0.5
0

R2
0.92
0.99
0.87

Qc
75
113
74
29

y0 (%T)
28
7.5
3.5
0.5

R2
0.94
0.98
0.94
0.97

Qc
38
63
38
44

y0 (%T)
10
1
0.4
1

R2
0.92
0.96
0.99
0.87

Table S3. Values of the position of resonance band – lR, full-width at half maximum – FWHMR,
quality factor – QC, baseline of Gaussian fitting – y0, and fitting correlation coefficient – R2 of
NAA-µCVs produced with tpw = 0, 2, 4 and 6 min and JOffset = 0.140, 0.280, 0.420 and 0.560 mA
cm-2 estimated from Gaussian fittings (note: y0 in % of transmission units and grey values
denote those NAA-µCVs with superior light confining properties than those reported in
previous studies).
tpw (min)
0
2
4
6

lR (nm)
580
556
511
477

tpw (min)
0
2
4
6

lR (nm)
709
675
639
586

tpw (min)
0
2
4
6

lR (nm)
976
950
929
887

tpw (min)
0
2
4
6

lR (nm)
1096
1067
1046
1003

JOfsset = 0.140 mA cm-2
FWHMR (nm)
Qc
9
62
9
63
8
65
8
62
JOfsset = 0.280 mA cm-2
FWHMR (nm)
Qc
18.5
38
11
63
17
38
13
44
JOfsset = 0.420 mA cm-2
FWHMR (nm)
Qc
25
39
34
28
50
19
40
22
JOfsset = 0.560 mA cm-2
FWHMR (nm)
Qc
45
24
56
19
64
16
43
23
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y0 (%T)
9
2
0.5
0.1

R2
0.97
0.99
0.94
0.97

y0 (%T)
10
1
0.4
1

R2
0.92
0.96
0.99
0.86

y0 (%T)
26
9
6
3.5

R2
0.97
0.96
0.95
0.98

y0 (%T)
34
20
23
23

R2
0.80
0.93
0.92
0.88
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7. Engineering of Surface Chemistry for Enhanced
Sensitivity in Nanoporous Interferometric Sensing
Platforms
7.1 Introduction, Significance and Commentary
The development of sensing platforms with outstanding sensing properties not only
depends on the structural optimisation of NAA-PCs, but also their surface chemistry.
This chapter aims to optimise the surface chemistry of NAA-PCs by exploring different
surface engineering strategies using functional molecules with tuned properties to
capture target molecules. NAA-PCs were chemically modified with thiol-containing
molecules of different moiety and molecular size in different configurations (i.e. top or
inner surface of nanopores) and their sensitivity toward gold ions were assessed in
real-time by reflectometric interference spectroscopy (RIfS). The difference in the
overall sensitivity demonstrated in this study implies that different molecular features
and sensing approach can be used to engineer the sensitivity of NAA-PC platforms
with the same chemical selectivity. A rational design of the surface chemistry
architecture of NAA-PCs can enhance the sensitivity of these PCs, pushing the
development of NAA-PCs based sensor for real-life applications.

7.2 Publication
This section is presented as published research paper by Law, C.S., G.M. Sylvia, M.
Nemati, J. Yu, D. Losic, A.D. Abell, and A. Santos, Engineering of surface chemistry
for enhanced sensitivity in nanoporous interferometric sensing platforms. ACS Applied
Materials & Interfaces, 2017. 9(10): p. 8929-8940.
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Synthesis of AlaAlaCys (AAC)
AAC was synthesized using a standard solid phase synthesis with N-Fmoc/Cys(Trt) protecting
group strategy. Stepwise coupling of N-Fmoc/Cys(Trt) and Fmoc-Ala amino acids using
reagents HATU and DIPEA was conducted on 2-chlorotrityl resin with a 0.4 mmol/g loading
capacity. To 2-chlorotrityl resin (1.0 g, 3.2 mmol) in dry DCM (15 mL) with DIPEA (5.6 mL,
32.0 mmol). The solution was transferred into a sintered glass funnel with Teflon stopcock,
and allowed to react for 1h, before washing with DCM (3 × 20 mL), DMF (3 × 20 mL) and
DCM (3 × 20 mL) to give the amino acid on resin (0.576 mmol/g of resin). Fmoc deprotection
was performed using piperidine (25% v/v) in DMF, which was added to the peptide on resin
and left to stand for 30 min. The solution was drained and the resin was washed as described
above before a TNBS test to confirm the presence of a terminal primary amine. Fmoc-Ala (385
mg, 1.15 mmol) in DMF ( 3 mL) was added to the peptide on resin followed by 0.5 M
HATU/DMF (3mL) and DIPEA (0.8 mL, 4.61 mmol), and the reaction allowed to stir for 1 h
before washing. The deprotection and coupling process was repeated again with Fmoc-Ala
until the peptide reached 3 amino acid residues in length, with a final Fmoc deprotection. The
peptide was then cleaved from resin and the cysteine side chain Trt protecting group was
removed in one step using TFA/H2O/TIPS (95: 2.5: 2.5 v/v) for 1 h. The solvent was removed
in vacuuo to give AAC as a white solid (152 mg). 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 8.58 (1H, d,
NH, J = 7.5 Hz), 8.25 (1H, d, NH, J = 7.5 Hz), 8.05 (2H, m, NH2), 4.44 – 4.38 (2H, m, 2 x CαH),
3.86 (1H, m, CαH), 2.91 - 2.85 (1H, m, CHH), 2.80 – 2.74 (1H, m, CHH), 1.33 (2H, d, CH3, J = 7.0
Hz), 1.27 (2H, d, CH3, J = 7.0 Hz) ppm; 13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 171.8, 171.3, 169.0,
54.3, 48.1, 48.0, 25.5, 18.1, 17.2 ppm; HRMS-ESI (m/z) calculated for C9H17N3O4S [M + H]+
264.1018, found 264.1009 and [M + Na]+ 286.0837, found 286.0828.
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Abbreviations
Fmoc, Fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl; Trt, Trityl; Ala, Alanine; DMF, dimethylformamide; DIPEA,
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8. Real-Time Binding Monitoring between Human Blood
Proteins and Heavy Metal Ions in Nanoporous Anodic
Alumina Photonic Crystals
8.1 Introduction, Significance and Commentary
To further explore the applicability of optical sensing systems based on NAA-PCs and
RIfS, this chapter assesses the binding between heavy metal ions and human blood
proteins immobilised onto NAA-PCs. The proposed sensing system has provided
useful information about the binding kinetics, affinity, mechanisms, and the dynamic
conformational changes of the proteins upon their interactions with heavy metal ions.
This provides new insights into the fate of metal ions and metal-based drugs in
biological systems. This sensing system is a promising complementary technique to
conventional analytical methodologies, offering other advantages such as reliability,
operational simplicity, and real-time monitoring capabilities under dynamic flow. The
presented results demonstrate the potential of this system for functional analytical
devices with impact in real-life applications.
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S-1. Fabrication of Nanoporous Anodic Alumina Sensing Platforms. NAA-based Fabry–Pérot
interferometers were produced by two-step electrochemical anodization process. Prior to
anodization, aluminum (Al) substrates in the form of 1.5 x 1.5 cm2 square chips were sonicated
in EtOH and ultrapure water for 15 min each and dried under air stream. Al chips were
electropolished in a mixture of HClO4 and EtOH 1:4 (v:v) at 20 V and 5 0C for 3 min before
anodized in an electrochemical reactor with a circular window of 1 cm in diameter. The first
anodization step was carried out in an aqueous solution of 0.3 M oxalic acid at 40 V and 6 0C
for 20 h. The resulting NAA layer was removed by chemical etching in a mixture of 0.2 M
H2CrO4 and 0.4 M H3PO4 at 70 0C for 3 h. The second anodization step was performed under
the same anodization condition for 2 h. Finally, the NAA-PCs were pore-widened by wet
chemical etching in an aqueous solution of H3PO4 5 wt % at 35 0C for 15 min.

S-2. Surface Chemistry Functionalization of Nanoporous Anodic Alumina Sensing Platforms.
The inner surface of NAA-PCs was chemically functionalized by silanization with APTES
following a well-established protocol. In brief, NAA-PC platforms were hydroxylated by
immersion in H2O2 (30 wt %) at 90 0C for 10 min and dried under air stream. Hydroxylated
NAA-PCs were subsequently functionalized with APTES by chemical vapor deposition under
vacuum at 110 0C for 3 h and washed with ultrapure water to remove unbounded APTES
molecules. Finally, the top surface of APTES-functionalized NAAPCs was coated with a ~4-5
nm thick gold layer using a sputter coater equipped with a film thickness monitor (sputter
coater 108auto, Cressington, USA) for light interference enhancement.
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S-3. Optical Set-Up and Assessment of Blood Proteins-Heavy Metal Ions Binding by RIfS in
Nanoporous Anodic Alumina Sensing Platforms. White light from a tungsten source with an
illumination spot of 2 mm was focused on the surface of NAA-PC platforms by a bifurcated
optical probe. The reflected light from the illumination spot was collected and transferred to
a miniature spectrophotometer via the collection fiber of the optical probe (Flame, Ocean
Optics, USA). The optical spectra were acquired in the wavelength range of 400–1000 nm and
saved at intervals of 30 s with an integration time of 50 ms and 50 average measurements.
The RIfS spectra were processed by applying fast Fourier transform in Igor Pro library
(Wavemetrics, USA) to estimate the effective optical thickness (OTeff) of NAA-PCs. The binding
between blood proteins and metal ions were assessed in real-time by monitoring the changes
in OTeff in response to different concentrations of metal ions using RIfS. APTES-functionalized
NAA-PCs were packed in a customized flow cell made of transparent acrylic plastic, GTA
activated, modified with blood proteins (GG, TFN and HSA) and exposed to analytical
solutions containing controlled concentrations of heavy metal ions. This process was
performed in-situ, under dynamic flow conditions by a peristaltic pump (BT100-2J,
LongerPump, USA) with a constant angular rate of 1.4 rpm (i.e. 100 μL min-1). First, a stable
baseline was established with the injection of PBS solution into the flow cell for 15 min. A 2.5
vol % GTA solution in PBS was then flowed into the system for 30 min to activate the amine
terminal group (-NH2) of APTES molecules. Next, fresh PBS solution was flowed through the
system for 15 min to wash off any physisorbed GTA molecule. Then, the inner surface of GTAactivated APTES-functionalized NAA-PCs was modified with blood proteins by flowing 1 mg
mL-1 solutions containing GG, TFN and HSA in PBS. The blood protein solutions were flowed
through the system until the change in OTeff reached a plateau, indicating that the inner
surface of NAA-PCs was saturated with blood protein molecules. PBS was then flowed into
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the system for 15 min to remove physisorbed blood protein molecules. Protein-functionalized
NAA-PCs were then exposed to analytical solutions of mercury (Hg2+) ions with different
concentrations (i.e. [Hg2+] = 12.5, 25, 50, 75 and 100 μM). These analytical solutions were
prepared by dilution of 1 mM HgCl2 stock solution in PBS. Heavy metal ions solutions were
continuously flowed through the system until stabilization of OTeff, which indicates that the
interaction between blood protein molecules and metals ions has achieved a saturation point.
The final step was to flow fresh PBS through the system for 15 min to establish the total
change of OTeff resulting from the equilibrium state for blood proteins-metal ions interactions
(DOTeff).

S-4. Binding Interaction between Au3+ and HSA. Gold-based drugs can lead to undesired
leaching, diffusion and adsorption of gold ions to various organs, which can induce adverse
side effects in patients such as nephrotoxicity, blood disorders and cardiovascular toxicity.S1
Gold ions can act as a neurotoxin that leads to peripheral neuropathy and lethal gold
poisoning. Therefore, it is crucial to understand the binding mechanisms and affinity of gold
ions with proteins present in the blood stream. To further understand the metal-binding
properties of HSA toward Au3+ ions, we assessed HSA-functionalized NAA-PCs upon exposure
to analytical solutions of Au3+ with controlled concentrations (i.e. [Au3+] = 12.5, 25, 50, 75 and
100 µm). A variety of binding sites is available in HSA for metal ions, with the free thiol group
of the Cys 34 providing the primary binding site for Au3+.S2,S3 However, disulphide bonds
present in HSA contain imidazole groups of histidine, which can also bind to Au3+ since this
ion is fairly soft and can form stable covalent complexes with soft ligands like imidazole.S4
Figure S-1a shows an example of real-time shifts in DOTeff corresponding to the different
sensing stages (i.e. GTA-APTES activation, HSA immobilization, Au3+ binding and final washing)
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used to assess the binding affinity between HSA and Au3+ ions in NAA-PCs combined with RIfS.
A stable baseline in PBS was first obtained prior to activation of APTES functionalized NAA-PC
platforms with GTA. HSA molecules were immobilized onto the inner surface of NAA-PCs by
flowing a solution 1 mg mL-1 of HSA in PBS through the flow system. Note that 15 min washing
steps, with fresh PBS, were incorporated in between stages to remove physically bounded
molecules. The red shift in DOTeff after HSA exposure indicates that the inner surface of the
nanopores was completely covered with HSA molecules. Analytical solutions of Au3+ prepared
by dissolution of gold (III) chloride hydrate (HAuCl4H2O) were then introduced into flow
system and their interaction with immobilized HSA molecules assessed by RIfS in real time.
Figure S-1a reveals an initial blue shift in DOTeff just after HSA-functionalized NAA-PCs are
exposed to the Au3+ solution, indicating a conformational change in HSA. Exposure to Au3+
ions results in an initial structural modification of HSA by which the sulfhydryl group at the
Cys 34 terminal becomes closer to the surface of the molecule.S5 Au3+ ions bind covalently to
the thiol group of the more accessible Cys 34, which is translated into a continuous red shift
in DOTeff. Once available binding sites in HSA are saturated with Au3+, the DOTeff signal
stabilizes, denoting the equilibrium state of the reaction. Finally, fresh PBS is flowed through
the system to remove weakly-bound Au3+ ions. Binding between HSA and Au3+ is
demonstrated to be irreversible.S3 Figure S-1b presents DOTeff measurements performed in
real-time as a function of the concentration of Au3+ ions. The pattern shown by the Au3+-HSA
interaction through DOTeff is the same for any of the concentrations assessed in our study (i.e.
initial blue shift followed by a red shift until the equilibrium state is reached). The arrows
shown in Figure S-1b indicate the DOTeff at each [Au3+] after the equilibrium state is reached
and Figure S-1c summarizes the obtained results. As Figure S-1b shows, the initial
conformational changes in HSA (i.e. minimum of DOTeff achieved after exposure to Au3+) is
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more significant with increasing concentration of ions. High [Au3+] can cause a structural
transition of HSA from a buried to an exposed configuration (i.e. rearrangement of a-helices).
As a result, DOTeff increases linearly with [Au3+] since more functional groups are available in
the immobilized HSA molecules to bind Au3+ ions. The linear fitting shown in Figure S-1c
reveals a sensitivity (SHSA-Au) of 0.88 ± 0.09 nm µm-1 and a limit of detection (LoDHSA-Au) of 22.0
± 2.2 µM for the Au3+-HSA system. An analysis of the saturation time (Figure S-1d) shows that
the reaction time for binding between immobilized HSA molecules and Au3+ ions decreases
exponentially with increasing [Au3+]. For [Au3+] > 25 µM, the functional binding groups
present in HSA are saturated with Au3+ ions just after the initial conformational change. HSA
molecules do not undergo any additional structural change during the exposure to Au3+ and
the available binding sites can easily accommodate the Au3+ ions present inside the
nanopores. Figure S-1e shows the kinetics rate of the Au3+-HAS interaction as RDOTeff for each
[Au3+]. As this graphs reveals, the reaction rate increases exponentially with increasing
concentration of ions. This result suggests that the Au3+-HSA interaction follows a second
order kinetics, where RDOTeff is affected by either the amount of immobilized HSA molecules
and [Au3+].
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Figure S-1. Assessment of the binding affinity between Au3+ ions and HSA-functionalized NAA-PC platforms
for different concentrations of Au3+ ions. a) Example of real-time monitoring of DOTeff for the different
sensing steps: (i) PBS baseline, (ii) GTA activation, (iii) PBS washing, (iv) HSA functionalization, (v) PBS washing,
(vi) Au3+ binding and (vii) PBS washing. b) Real-time Au3+ binding stage (red square in (a)) for each [Au3+] (i.e.
12.5, 25, 50, 75 and 100 µM). c) Correlation between DOTeff and [Au3+] for HSA-functionalized NAA-PCs. (d)
Correlation of tsat and [Au3+] for HSA-functionalized NAA-PCs. e) Kinetic rate (RDOTeff) for the binding reaction
between Au3+ ions and HSA-functionalized NAA-PCs for each [Au3+].
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9. Conclusions
9.1 Conclusions
The works presented throughout this thesis advance fundamental and applied
knowledge in optical sensing, using the combination of RIfS with NAA-PCs as a model
sensing system that can be easily implemented into miniaturised and lab-on-a-chip
systems for different applications. The critical advance is to engineer NAA-PCs with
desirable structural, optical and chemical properties to achieve enhanced sensitivities.
This is demonstrated by an extensive study on various anodisation approaches and
surface chemistry modification methods. Structural engineering of NAA-PCs enables
fine tuning of optical signals across the spectral regions, while surface chemistry
modification with functional molecules provides chemical selectivity toward target
analytes. A combination of both strategies is demonstrated to be an optimal approach
to develop NAA-based RIfS systems with optimal properties. The specific conclusions
derived from each work presented in this thesis are summarised as follows.
9.1.1. Design, engineering and optimisation of NAA-PCs
The fabrication of NAA-PCs based on different anodisation profiles was explored to
create a broad palette of PC structures with unique properties. The anodisation
approaches studied are: (i) sawtooth-like pulse anodisation – where the effective
medium of NAA-PCs is engineered in a sawtooth fashion (Chapter 3); (ii) stepwise
pulse anodisation for the production of NAA distributed Bragg reflectors (NAA-DBRs)
(Chapter 4); (iii) modified sinusoidal pulse anodisation, with an insertion of cavity step
at constant current density in between, to create gradient-index NAA microcavities
(GIF-NAA-µCVs) (Chapter 5); (iv) modified stepwise pulse anodisation to produce
NAA-µCVs based on DBRs (DBR-NAA-µCVs) (Chapter 5); and (v) apodised stepwise
pulse anodisation to generate NAA-µCVs (Chapter 6). The manipulation of the
anodisation parameters was demonstrated as an effective method to optimise the
optical properties of NAA-PCs. An apodisation strategy was introduced and
implemented into stepwise pulse anodisation to produce apodised NAA-DBRs. This
nanofabrication approach effectively engineers the optical properties of NAA-DBRs.
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These works establish the tuneability of the optical properties of NAA-PCs across the
UV-visible-NIR spectrum, with maximised optical signal intensity and minimised
spectral bandwidth. These features are desired to develop more sensitive sensing
platforms with enhanced sensitivity.
9.1.2. Surface chemistry modification of NAA photonic structures
Various surface chemistry engineering approaches were explored to provide NAA
photonic structures with chemical selectivity and specificity toward analytes. These
include metal sputtering, chemical vapour deposition, and self-assembly of functional
monolayers. Deposition of a layer of gold onto NAA-PCs by sputter coating enables
the formation of self-assembled monolayers of thiol-containing molecules by binding
affinity between thiol and gold (Chapter 3). NAA-PCs can also be modified with small
molecules and biomolecules after their pre-treatment with silane molecules by
chemical vapour deposition (Chapters 7 and 8). These surface chemistry modification
protocols yielded stable functional layers within the inner surface of NAA-PCs, which
allow selective detection of target analytes (Chapter 7). Both the inner and top surface
of NAA-PCs can be functionalised with molecules to provide desired functionalities.
The dual functionalisation strategy demonstrated in Chapter 7 is a feasible method to
enhance the sensing capacity of NAA-PCs as sensing platforms.
9.1.3. Optimisation and sensing performance assessment of chemically modified
NAA-PCs
The sensing performance of chemically functionalised NAA-PCs was evaluated in
real-time using RIfS as a function of change in effective optical thickness upon
interaction with analytes of interest. The applicability of the combined RIfS-NAA-PCs
system as optical sensor is demonstrated by different binding models, such as goldthiol interactions (Chapter 3 and 7) as well as human blood proteins and mercury ions
(Chapter 8). As established in Chapter 7, the sensitivity can be further enhanced
through a rational engineering of the surface chemistry of NAA-PCs, when these
platforms are functionalised with analyte-specific molecules that are selective to target
analytes. Our results demonstrate that the sensing performance of this system is
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dependent on the molecular moiety or size of the functional molecules, which results
in different levels of affinity to analytes. Dual functionalisation approach is found to
have an additive effect on the sensitivity enhancement of NAA-PCs-based sensing
platforms. The proposed optical sensor has shown promising potential in chemical and
biosensing for biomedical and environmental applications, offering ultrasensitive
performance and capacity to detect and quantify dynamic conformational changes in
biomolecules upon interaction with analytes. This system can be readily used to study
binding kinetics, affinity and mechanism phenomena. This thesis paves the route to
create a new generation of miniaturised sensing devices with ultrasensitive,
multiplexed and high-throughput sensing capabilities.

9.2 Recommendations for Future Work
The studies presented in this thesis advance the development of smart sensing
devices by providing extensive fundamental research on structural optimisation,
surface chemistry engineering, and sensing assessment of NAA-PCs in combination
with RIfS. Future studies aiming to translate these systems into rapid, portable, costcompetitive and efficient sensing devices for field and lab-on-a-chip medical,
environmental, industrial, security and material science applications should focus on
the following possible directions:
1. Even though NAA-based sensing platforms have a higher optical and chemical
stability, the spectral bandwidth of NAA-PCs achieved is relatively larger than that
of porous silicon-based photonic crystals. This detrimental characteristic has an
impact in the overall sensitivity of these sensing platforms. Therefore, further
experimental optimisation in terms of anodisation parameters and structural
engineering should be performed to produce narrow line-width and high-quality
NAA-PCs with complex PC architectures.
2. NAA-PCs based RIfS sensing systems employed in these studies focus on the
detection of single analytes, which may limit its translation into fully functional
prototypes for real-life applications. The capability of NAA-PCs as sensing platforms
can be further advanced by creating microfluidic channels on the surface of these
PCs by photolithography, where each channel is imparted with different
functionalities by surface chemistry modifications. This will allow NAA-PCs to detect
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multiple analytes in different channel to expand the application of this system for
multiplexed sensing.
3. More extensive studies should be carried out regarding the surface chemistry
modifications of NAA-PCs to ensure that only targeted analytes are bound to the
inner surface and prevent biofouling. Molecular species present in complex
matrices such as biological fluids and environmental samples are to be analysed.
4. The translation of the proposed sensing system into a working device will require
more comprehensive research evaluating the optical response of the system under
conditions that mimic real-life scenarios, with the use of real-life samples such as
blood, urine, soil, water, industrial emission and effluent.
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Appendix
Fine Tuning of Transmission Features in
Nanoporous Anodic Alumina Distributed Bragg
Reflectors

Law, C.S., Lim, S.Y., and Santos, A. Fine tuning of transmission features in
nanoporous anodic alumina distributed Bragg reflectors. in Nanophotonics Australasia
2017. 2018. International Society for Optics and Photonics.
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